[Cerebral malaria].
Cerebral malaria (CM) is a life-threatening complication of falciparum malaria and some types of disturbed consciousness problems are major symptoms of CM. Although the pathogenesis of CM is unknown, the sequestration, the binding of red blood cells containing mature stages of the malaria parasite to the endothelium of the cerebral microvasculature, and the disappearance of erythrocytes infected with mature malaria parasite in the peripheral blood stream, are thought to play a key role in its pathogenesis. Falciparum malaria patients with disturbed consciousness should be considered to suffer from CM; however it should also be examined as to whether other disease complications such as meningitis or hypoglycemia are associated with this condition. The brain CT or MRI of CM patients reveal no specific findings. CM is treated with an intravenous infusion of artesunate or an intravenous drip infusion of quinine. The prognosis of CM patients is very poor without rapid and adequate treatment; therefore, CM is an infectious disease warranting emergency treatment. The number of Japanese CM patients is believed to increase in the near future in accordance with the increase in the number of Japanese travelers visiting tropical or subtropical malaria-endemic areas. Therefore, Japanese clinicians should also be aware of CM, in case a falciparum malaria patient with some consciousness disturbance visits the clinic.